Polyclonal Resistance in Gastrointestinal Stromal Tumor Treated with Sequential Kinase Inhibitors

In response: We thank Loughrey et al. for supporting our observation of polyclonal resistance to treatment with tyrosine kinase inhibitors in patients with gastrointestinal stromal tumors. They present another interesting case in which a patient developed several different new KIT mutations under therapy with both imatinib mesylate and subsequently with sunitinib, the latter also inhibiting the vascular endothelial growth factor receptor–linked tyrosine kinases. As in our series, all samples from the patient exhibited the same primary mutation, and furthermore, different new KIT mutations in several different metastatic lesions.

Their observation and our own results underline the importance of a continuous monitoring of patients under treatment with tyrosine kinase inhibitors by functional imaging such as positron emission tomography, computed tomography as well as by molecular studies on tissue samples of functionally active lesions. Concerning future treatment strategies, our observations have implications on possible therapy options. First, metastatic or recurrent gastrointestinal stromal tumors should be characterized molecularly prior to treatment to choose the right dosage of tyrosine kinase inhibitors, and in the future, with new upcoming inhibitory substances to select the most appropriate treatment regimen. Very recently, it has been shown in a large European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer study that patients with a primary exon 9 mutation had a longer progression-free survival when treated daily with 800 mg compared with 400 mg of imatinib mesylate (1). An insufficient dosage might be one reason for the development of resistant subclones due to surviving tumor residues (2) and could be prevented with the appropriate dosage of imatinib from the onset of therapy, at least in tumors with exon 9 mutations. During treatment, single progressive lesions with proven acquired KIT mutations could be resected surgically, while continuing the targeted treatment to control lesions still responding (3). The future will show if the combination of different “small molecules” will be able to prevent secondary polyclonal resistance by targeting different molecules in the signal transduction pathway of one tyrosine kinase or even inhibiting different tyrosine kinases activated in the same tumor synchronously.

In summary, we should learn to develop individualized treatment regimens for different patients dependent on the primary underlying molecular event(s) and on secondary genomic changes induced or accelerated by the treatment such as secondary polyclonal resistance in gastrointestinal stromal tumors.
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